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Scientific Research  
   Shows MUSIC STUDY  
   Helps Young Minds 
               Develop... 

•  Music is a basic building 
block of intelligence 

•  Playing music develops 
critical neural connections 



Research Reveals  
   Strong Correlations  
  Between Quality  
     MUSIC EDUCATION 
             in School and... 

•  Academic achievement 
•  Healthy social development 
•  Preparation for the 21st 

century workplace 
•  Quality of a young  

person’s life 



Research Reveals: 

•  Children taking music 
lessons improved more over 
the year on several memory 
skill tests . . . 

 
•  . . . than did children not 

taking music lessons. 



High School  
  MUSIC-MAKERS’  
        Test Scores Higher... 

•  UCLA tracked 25,000 
students over ten years with 
U.S. Department of 
Education data 

•  Music-making students 
outperformed non-musical 
peers 

•  Results same for all 
socioeconomic groups 



MUSIC STUDENTS 
       Score Higher 
   on SATs 

•  Average 57 points  
higher in verbal 

•  Average 41 points  
higher in math 



MUSIC STUDENTS 
       Are High Achievers 
   in College 

•  Music majors are better 
readers 

•  Music majors are the 
most successful medical 
school applicants 





MUSIC MAKING 
       Develops Students  
  in Many Ways 

•  Better math skills 
•  Better social skills 
•  More transferable skills 
•  Development of lifelong 

skill — making music 



•  Music is a core subject 
•  It should be taught to all 

students 
•  It should be taught in all 

grades 
 

What        We     Support 



•  Playing a musical  
   instrument can help our 
        young people become 
           better students and 
             better citizens 

 

    Give  
Our Children  
  the Advantages of  
     MUSIC 



     “The challenge to American education has 
never been simply to raise test scores — 
that is a relatively recent and limited goal. 
The challenge has always been to raise 
citizens who are capable of active 
participation in the social, cultural, political 
and economic life of the world’s longest 
experiment in democracy, an experiment 
demanding a free, educated and committed 
citizenry. We are amazed to discover anew 
the role of the arts in realizing that vision and 
creating that democracy.”    

 
       Source: Lauren M. Stevenson and Richard J. Deasy,  

Third Space: When Learning Matters, Arts Education 
Partnership, 2005. 
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